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1. Introduction.

In this paper we consider

1
—

(1.1)

1
—

the continued

fraction

1
—

bx + b2 + b3 + ■ • • ,

where b={bp}P„x is a complex number sequence. If {gp}"=0 is the
sequence of approximants
of (1.1), then gP = Cp/Dp, where

(1.2)

Co = 0,

Cx = 1,

Cq+i = bq+xCq+ Cg_i,

Do =1,

Dx = bi, Dq+X= bq+iDq+ Dq_x,

q = 1,2,3,

••■ .

One result presented
here is an extension of a result mentioned
in
[3].1 In [3] it is stated that if {g2p-X}([g2p}) converges absolutely
and {gip} ({gip-i}) converges,
then (1.1) converges
if the series
2l^2p-i|
(the series 2|&2P|) diverges. The extension of this result
is that if {g2P-i}({g2p}) converges
absolutely
and {g2p} ({g2p-i})
converges, then (1.1) converges if, and only if, b satisfies one of the
following conditions:

(1) the series ^|&2P-i|

(2) lim sup
+b2p-x\

(the series 22|&2p|) diverges,

I&2+&4+ ■ • • +b2p\ = °°, (lim sup

\bx+b3+

•••

=«>).

The statement
that b satisfies condition
the following three statements holds:
(1) the series
(2) the series

(H) [2, p. 122] means one of

^Z b2p^x\ diverges,
^ b2p+x(b2+bi+
■ • • +&2P)2| diverges,

(3) lim I 62+64+

• • • +b2p\ =00.

Another result given here is that if J2|&2j>+i| |-C*2P|2converges and
|gp}p°-t 's a bounded complex number sequence for some k, then
(1.1) converges if, and only if, b satisfies (3) of condition (H). Finally
we use this result to obtain a very simple proof of a theorem of Scott

and Wall [l]: Let kx, k2, ks, ■ ■ ■ he constants such that kx>0,
k2p+x^0, Re (fc2p)^0, p-l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■, and let zx, z2, zs, ■ ■ ■ be complex variables.

The continued

fraction
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(1.3)

-

—

-

—

klZl + k2 + k3Z2 + ki +

■■•

converges for Re (zp)l\d, \zp\ <M, p = l, 2, 3, • • • , where d and M
are any positive constants, if, and only if, the sequence ki, k2, kit • • ■
satisfies condition (H). This theorem includes an important
convergence theorem of Van Vleck [2, p. 131], a result of Hamburger
[2, p. 133], and an extension of Hamburger's
theorem due to Mall

[2, p. 132].
2. Results. Using summation by parts, we note that if k is a positive integer such that D2q-i9*0 for q^k, then if n>k,

1
£

(2.1) «-

(D2p - Dtp-t)-

Dip-'
= Dtn/Dtn-i - Dtk-t/D^i

+ X) D2p(l/D2p-i - 1/Dtp+i).
p^=k

This method of summation will play an important part in the proofs
of our theorems.
In order to establish the result stated in [3] which we mentioned
in the introduction,
we proved a lemma to the effect that if 3 is a
complex number sequence such that the series 211— 2j>+i/2pI converges, then z converges absolutely. We now wish to strengthen
this lemma by adding to the conclusion that z does not converge to
zero. Suppose lim zp=0. Let | \—zp+i/zp\ —rp, p = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . hetj
be a positive integer such that 2(pa?) rv<l- Let t be a positive integer greater than j such that \zt\ ^ | zp\ for p^t. Then, since

| a,|

-

| 3h-i I ^ I Zj»~ Zjh-1I = rP\zp\,

we see that
,1-1

n-l

| ZtI - I Zt+n
| ^ 2 r'+PI zt+pI ^ | «l| 2 rt+p,
p=0

p=0

and so

I Z<I M - X) ft+P ^ | Zt+n| •
Hence we have a contradiction,

and lim zp9*0.

Theorem
A. If {gtP-i}({gtP})
converges absolutely and {g2p}
({gtp-i}) converges, then the continued fraction (1.1) converges if, and
only if, b satisfies one of the following conditions:
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(1) the series Z|62p-i|
(the series ~%2\b2p\)diverges,
(2) lim sup | 62+64+ • ■ • +62P| = °° (lim sup | 61+63+
+62p-i|

• • •

=»).

Proof. We note that if 6 satisfies condition (H), or condition (H)
with even and odd subscripts interchanged, then (1) or (2) must hold.
Scott and Wall [l] showed that for (1.1) to converge it is necessary
that 6 satisfy condition (H). Hence we need only consider the proof
of the sufficiency. Suppose {g2P-i} converges absolutely
and {g2p}
converges, but (1.1) does not converge. Let k he a positive integer

such that D2q9±0,-ttn-i^O for q^k. Then if ptk,

II g2p+l~ g2p-lII - J—I *2p+i
~ I 1- J"
I L/2p+xL>2p-X I
*> . Lt)

I

I 62p+i|
|| I -D2p|2 r

\JJ2p+XU2p\

II

\U2pU2p-l\
II

[II

= I g2p+l— g2pI I g2p— g2p-l I I 62p+lI I Z>2p|2.

Thus there exists a positive
integer, then

number

AH-n

M such that

if n is a positive

k+n

Z I g*P+i
- gsp-iI h M2E I b2p+x
I I D2p|2.
p—=k

p=k

Hence the series ^ | 62p+i| | D2p \2 converges.
1-=

D2p+X

Thus since

162p+iI |-D2p|2

—j-:—
j
D2p—X
I D2pD2p-XI

.

,

p g k,

we see that the series ^Ctpa*) 11 —D2p+X/D2p_x| converges.
Hence
{D2p-i} converges absolutely and lim Z?2p-i?£0. Now we suppose that
the series 22|62p_i| diverges. Since the series 2l&2P+i| |^2P|2 converges, it follows that {£>2p} contains an infinite subsequence
which
converges to zero. Thus if L is a positive number and A7'is a positive
integer, there exists a positive integer q greater than N such that

1
I g2„+i- «n I = r—-—■r

I L>2q+xU2qI

> L.

But this contradicts
the assumption
that each of the sequences
{g2p-i} and {g2p} converges. Hence (1.1) converges in case X)l^2P-i|
diverges. We next suppose that lim sup | 62+64+ • • • +62p| = °°.

We see from (2.1) that if n>k, then
bu + 62i+2 +

• • ' +

62n = -ttn/ttn-l

— D2k-2/-ttt-l

2Z» b2p+iDlp _
p=* T>2pyiD2p-l
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From this we conclude that {Dip} contains an unbounded subsequence since the series 2l^2p+i| \-D*p\i converges and {7}2j,_i} converges to a point not zero. Hence if e>0 and A7is a positive integer,
there exists a positive integer i greater than N such that

l

l

l

| gti+i - gu | = t—-r—r

< e.

| L>ti-\-lUti |

But this contradicts
our assumption
that each of the sequences
{g2p-i} and {gip} converges but (1.1) does not converge. Thus the

theorem is established for the case we considered. In case we assume
that {gtP} converges absolutely and {,£2,7-1}converges, we can show
in an analogous way that (1.1) converges if 2I^sj>I diverges or if

lim sup I bi+b3+
complete.

■ ■ • +btp-i\ = 00. Thus the proof of Theorem A is

Theorem B. If the series 21 btP+i\ | D2p\2 converges and there exists
a positive integer k such that {gP}P-€ is ct bounded complex number sequence, then neither (1) nor (2) of condition (H) can hold and (1.1)
converges if, and only if, b satisfies (3) of condition (H).

Proof.

Let t he a positive integer such that D2j9*0, D2j-it*0 if

jWt. As in the proof of Theorem A, the series 21 l~T>tp^i/D2p-i\
converges. Thus {D2p-i} converges absolutely and lim DtP-i9*0. As
in the proof of Theorem A if we assume that the series 21 Oip-i \
diverges then we contradict the assumption that there exists a positive integer k such that {gP}"-t is a bounded complex number sequence. Thus (1) of condition (H) cannot hold. Therefore, the series

2|&2j>-i| \Dip\ converges. By (2.1), if p>t, then

bu + bit+t + • • - + btp
(2'3)

-D

IB

— JJtp/ Utp-i

D

ID

I ^

— L>tt~t/L>tt-1 + 2-i 4-f

Let 7? be a number

£}

such that if i>t,

**»#.

'

Dtq+lDtq—l

then

btp+iD2p

2 —-Dtt-t/Dtt-i

< R.

P=t Dtp+iDtp-i

Then

I btp+i(bu+ btt+t+ • • • + btp)21
1

*tn-IT

\ Dtp-i\2

27?

I62**1' \Dip\2 + Y~r\-r

\ T>2p-i\

\bWD»\
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Hence we see that the series ^| 62p+i(62(+62i+2+ • • • +62p)2| converges. Therefore, (2) of condition (H) cannot hold. Thus we see
that by the result of Scott and Wall mentioned in the proof of Theorem A, if (1.1) converges, then (3) of condition (H) holds. We now
assume that (3) of condition (H) holds. Then by (2.3), lim | Z>2p|= oo,
and since lim D2p-X5*0, we see that if e is a positive number, there
exists a number N such that if n > N, then

1
| gin+l -

gin | = J—-—T

< e.

| L>2n+xU2n |

But by (2.2), {f2P-i} converges absolutely.
Hence (1.1) converges.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now use Theorem B in order to prove the theorem of Scott and
Wall mentioned in the introduction.

Theorem C (Scott and Wall). Let kx,
such that kx>0, k2p+x^0, Re(&2p)^0, p = l,
z3, • ■ • be complex variables. The continued
for Re (zP)^d, \zp\ <M, p = I, 2, 3, • ■ ■,

k2, k3, • • • be constants
2, 3, • • • , and let zx, z2,
fraction

(1.3) converges

where d and M are any

positive constants, if, and only if, the sequence kx, k2, k3, • • • satisfies

condition (H).
Proof. We observe that kxzx, k2, k^, ■ ■ ■ satisfies condition (H)
if, and only if, {kp} satisfies condition (H). Thus we need only consider the proof of the sufficiency. Also we see that the series ^^kip+x
Re zp+i|Z?2P| 2 and

22&2P+i| zP+i| \D2p\ 2 converge

or diverge

where Dq is the denominator

of the qth approximant

simplicity

let

p=0,\,

of

notation,

we

2, • ■ ■. Let tP(u) l/(bp+u),p

together,

of (1.3). For

62P+i = &2P+iZP+i and

62P+2= &2P+2,

= l,2, 3, ■ ■ ■. If pis a positive

integer and Re m^O, then Re tp(u) ^0. Let H denote the half-plane
z+z^0.
If » is a positive integer,
let Tn(u)=txt2 • ■ ■ tn(u). Then
Tn(H) is a circular disc since 6i?^0 and we denote its radius by R„.

Then TP+X(H) is a subset of Tp(H),p = l, 2,3, ■ ■ ■, and

C„_iM + C„
Tn(u) =-.
Bn-XU +

1/2

Dn

Rn = -== -"Re DnDn-X
"

1/2
,

,

Z Re6p| Dp-il2

Thus Tn(0) = CnlDn^gn and Tn(cc) = C„_i/D„_i =f»_i, where gq is the
qth approximant
of (1.3). We now examine Rtn,
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— -"-■—"
n—X

17

n

2 Re btp+i| Dtp |2 + 2 Re bip\ Z?2p-i|2
p—0

p—l

_1/2_
n—1

n

2*2P+iRezp+i|LV|2
p—i

+ 2Re62p|
p=i

ZV-i|2

If (1) or (2) of condition (H) holds, then by Theorem B, the series
2&2j,+i| Zp+i\ 17?2p|2diverges, and so the series 2*2P+i Re zp+i| T>tP\2
diverges. Thus 7?2n—>0as n—»oo and (1.3) converges. Suppose the
series 2*2P+i Re 2p+iI-^pI 2 converges. Then the series 2*2p+i|2p+i|
• \D2p\2 converges, and so by Theorem B, (1.3) converges if kiZi, k2,
kzZt, ■ • ■ satisfies (3) of condition (H). Thus the proof of Theorem C
is complete.
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